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INTRODUCTION 
Let G and H be abelian groups, and let R be a commutative ring with 
identity of characteristic zero. Let G, (respectively HR) be the sum of all 
p-components of G (respectively H) such that the prime number p is invertible 
in R. It was shown in [5] that if R is finitely generated and indecomposable, 
then isomorphism of RG and RH as R-algebras implies isomorphism of 
G/G, and H/H, . In this paper, we prove that if R is an integral domain (no 
restriction on generation), then the same conclusion obtains. Unfortunately, 
there seems to be no clear way of extending the result to the case that R is 
nonfinitely generated, but with zero divisors. 
Let I,’ be the group of integral units of RG of augmentation 1. As in the 
proof of [5, Theorem 21, the important point will be that the torsion subgroup 
of I’is a direct summand. The method utilized to show this, however, will be 
of an entirely different nature from the earlier proof. 
\Ve shall also give two examples. One of them demonstrates the significance 
of the invertibility of prime numbers in R, and the other is concerned with the 
question of isomorphism of group algebras over every field. 
1. ISO~~~RPHI~~I THEOREM 
\F’e shall need to know that a certain group of units in a commutative group 
algebra has its torsion subgroup as a direct summand. In order to show this, 
WC shall first prove a splitting theorem of independent interest for abstract 
abelian groups. 
In this paper, the symbol 0 will always denote an inner direct sum. 
* This I-esearch WE supported by Sational Science Foundation Grant GP 19756. 
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LEMMA 1. Let L be an abelian group, let K’ and M be subgroups of L, and 
let f: L + L/K be the natural map. Assume that L/K = C @f (Il4) for some 
subgroup C, and assume that .f -l(C) = C @ (M r\ K) for some subgroup C. 
Then L -z C @ M. 
Proof. It is clear that 112 n f -l(c) == Mn K, hence C n M z 1. 
Further, CM > K and f (Cil!l) = L/K, hence CM = L. n 
If X is an abelian group, we shall let X0 denote the torsion subgroup of ,Y. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let V be an abelian group. Then V, is a direct summand of 
V if and only if there exists a tower of subgroups VI C V, C ... such that V --: 
u:iI ICYi , such that (Vi), is a boundedgroup for every i, and such that (Vi V,),, = 
( V, VJ Vi for every i. 
Proof. First suppose that V,, is a direct summand of I-, say V = k’ @ VT,, .
We may choose a tower of subgroups T, C To C ... such that V,, = (JLl Ti , 
and such that Ti is bounded for every i. Define ri = Y 0 Ti (i ,> I). 
Clearly, these Vi work. 
Now assume that VI C V, _C ..., and that the hypotheses concerning the 
C, are satisfied. Suppose that we could inductively construct a tower of 
subgroups C, C C, _C ... such that Vi = Ci @ ( VJo for every i. Then I’ -= 
CULl G) G3 b-0, and the proposition would be proved. To start the induction, 
we may assume that I/; = 1, and hence we may take C, = 1. To prove the 
induction step, it suffices to show the following. Let V be an abelian group 
and let W be a subgroup such that V, is a bounded group, and such that 
(V/W)” = (V,,W)/W. Assume that W = C @ W, . Then there exists a 
subgroup C’ such that C C C’, and such that V = C’ @ V,, . To justify this 
reduction of the problem, one must notice that 
Let f: C--t r/W be the natural map. Then (V/W), is bounded since 7; 
is bounded, hence there exists a subgroup C such that V/W = C @ (V/W),, 
(see [3, Theorem 24.51). Let A, = .f -l(C). Clearly, V,, n W = W,, , hence by 
Lemma 1 it suffices to find a subgroup C,’ such that C c Ci’, and such that 
z4, :: C,’ @ w, . 
We now make an observation to be applied in the subsequent argument. 
Let D be any subgroup such that C C D C A,, and let n be any positive 
integer. \Ve claim that (PC) n D, C (Do),,. Let dnc = : d, (d E D, c E C, 
d,, E D,,). Since C is torsion free, it follows that (A,), =.= IV,,, , and thus 
c-l d, E II’. Therefore f(d)‘” = e, hence f(d) =~: e. Consequently, d E W. 
say d -= ~.iw,,(ci E C, ZLJ~ E W,). But then ZO” E D,, , and further, ci%c,,‘l = d’l :~’ 
cm1 (I,, Thus, won = d, , proving the claim, 
Since (A,), is a bounded group, we may choose a chain of subgroups 
B, 3_ B, 2 ... > B,. such that B, = (-?I,),, , such that B,. mu I, and such that 
Bi!Bi+l is of prime exponent pi (1 5.1 i :i-. 1 - 1). Assume by induction that 
we have constructed a chain of subgroups =1,1-q, 3 ... 2 -gj (j : Y), such 
that (dj), ~=~ B, , such that CC -qj, and such that in order to prol-c the 
proposition, it suffices to show that there exists a subgroup C,;’ such that 
C C Cj’, and such that Aj - C,’ 8 B, . Note that the first step of the induc- 
tion has been done since (A,), -- W, . Suppose thatj < Y. We claim that the 
above chain can be extended to some A4j~+, Since B, ~~ (.gj)” , it follows that 
(Ajl%& = Bj/‘Bj+-, 3 hence Aj/Bj._, has torsion of exponent p, Let 
g: A, --f Aj/Bji~, be the natural map. The observation made above implies 
that (AFC) n Bj C B:‘j C Bj+, . Therefore, g(dpC) n (B,/B,_ ,) ~~ I .llso, 
g(ApC) 2 (A3j/Bj,l)~‘j. In such a situation, it is known that there exists a sub- 
group C, such that (?‘i > g(d,?C), and such that Aj/Bj,, = Ci ,,I (B,, B,~.]) 
(see [3, second proof of Theorem 24.11). Define il,_, :~- g -l(C,). Then 
C C AlTl C nlj 9 (A,+l)o =z= Bj-.I y and in order to prove the proposition, 
Lemma 1 shows that it suffices to find a subgroup Cj,, such that C 2 Cl 1, 
and such that Aj+, == C;_, @ Bj+l . The induction is complete, hence we 
obtain A, such that Cc‘ A,. , such that (d,), -~ B, 1, and such that in 
order to prove the proposition, it suffices to show that there exists a subgroup 
C,.’ such that C C C,.‘, and such that .-3,. C,.’ @ B, Take C,.’ = -4,. . n 
For the convenience of the reader, we summarize below some needed facts 
about commutative group algebras. A reference for these facts is [.5, Corollaries 
to Proposition 2 and Theorem 11. 
Let R be an integral domain of zero characteristic and let G be an abelian 
group such that for every prime number p, if G has nontrivial p-component, 
then p is not invertible in R. The following statements then hold: 
(i) RG, is the integral closure of R in RG. 
(ii) Let Jr denote the group of units of RG, of augmentation 1. Then 
I,-<, = G,, . 
(iii) If c: is the group of units of RG of augmentation 1, then t’. is the 
push-out of G and I/’ by G, (i.e., 1,; :: GV and G n 1’ = G,,). 
\l’e now apply Proposition 1 to group algebras. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R be an integral domain of zero characteristic and let 
G, be a torsion abelian group such that for e-zzery prime number p, if G, has 
nontrivial p-component, then p is not inaertible in R. Let 1,’ be the group of units 
of RG, of augmentation 1. Then G,, is a direct summand of I’. 
Proof. By (ii), we must show that Jz7,, is a direct summand of Ji. Choose a 
tower of subgroups G, C G, C ‘.’ such that G, uTmz G, , and such that G, 
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is a bounded group for every i. Let fi : RG, + R(G,/G,) be induced by the 
natural map G, - Go/G, , and let vi be the group of units of R(G,/G,) of 
augmentation 1. Then fi induces a homomorphism P - Fi . Let J’i be the 
kernel of this homomorphism. We claim that these Vi satisfy the hypotheses of 
Proposition 1. It is clear that J/i C J’a C .‘. _C k’. Moreover, if x E V, then there 
esistsj ( j 1;: l), such that x E RG, , hence .v E I’, Thus, I’ = uZtr Vi , Since 
I); -1 G, , it follows that (T/i), : G; , hence Vi has bounded torsion (i c: 1). 
Finally, (ii) implies that (vi)” = GO/G, , th us it is easily seen that (VI Vj)” ~~ : 
(vori) I, . n 
ISOXIORPHISM THEOREM. Let R be an integral domain of zero characteristic 
and let G and H be two abelian groups such that RG and RH are isomorphic 
R-algebras. Let GR (respectively HR) be the sum of all p-components of G 
(respectivel>g H) such that p is invertible in R. Then G/G, G H/H, . 
Proof. Let f: RG+ RH be an isomorphism. It follows from [2, p. 1891 
that we may assume that f preserves augmentation. 
By application of the corollaries to Proposition 7 in [5], we conclude that 
f induces an R-isomorphism of R(G/G,) with R(H/H,). Therefore, in order 
to prove the theorem, we may assume that G,, and HO satisfy the hypothesis 
of Proposition 2, and we must show that G z H. Let U, (respectively U,) be 
the group of units of RG (respectively RH) of augmentation 1, and let V, 
(respectively V,) be the group of units of RG,, (respectively RH,,) of augmen- 
tation 1. Then f ( UG) == U, . Further, (i) implies that f(RG,) = RH,, , 
consequently f( kc) = JIH . By Proposition 2, we may select I’ such that 
VG = ( J’G)c)o @ Y. Therefore, VH = (Z’,), @f(Y). But (ii) and (iii) imply 
that l:r, = G @ I’, and U, == H @ f (Y). Thus, G z H. n 
If G and H are not necessarily abelian, then it is a simple fact that 
isomorphism of RG and RH as R-algebras implies isomorphism of RGab and 
R&t, , where Gab and Haa are the abelianizations of G and H respectively. 
(The abelianization of a group algebra is isomorphic to the group algebra 
of the abelianization of the group.) Hence we obtain the 
COROLLARY. Let R be an integral domain in which no prime number is 
invertible and let G and H be arbitrarily groups such that RG and RH are 
isomorphic R-algebras. Then Gab z Hal, . 
2. EXAMPLES 
11-e shall first prove two propositions to aid in constructing the 
examples. 
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LEMMA 2. Let R be an integrally closed integral domain and let H be a finite 
abelian group of order n. Assume that n is invertible in R. Then: 
(1) RH has only finitely many distinct minimal prime ideals, say P, ,..., I~,. . 
(2) For 1 :-I i < r, RH,‘P, g R[wi] for some nth root of unity IL’;. 
(3) The map RH-+ (RHjP,) j’j .‘. I, (RHIP,.) induced bv the natural 
maps is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let R. be the multiplicative monoid of nonzero elements of R. 
Then no element of R. is a zero divisor in RH, hence it follows from the 
second Cohen-Seidenberg Theorem that every minimal prime ideal of RH 
meets R at zero. Let F be the fraction field of R. ThenFHmay be regarded as 
the localization of RH by R.. From the correspondence between prime ideals 
in a ring and its localization, it follows that the minimal prime ideals of FH 
correspond under restriction to the minimal prime ideals of RH in a one-to- 
one fashion. But FH is semisimple, hence the minimal prime ideals of FII 
are precisely the maximal ideals, and they are finite in number. Let Af, ,..., A1l,. 
be the distinct maximal ideals of FH. 
Then (1) is shown with Pi : i%IT n RH (1 : i ’ 1.). AIoreovcr, (2) is 
clear since RH/Pi is an integral domain containing R and gener- 
ated over it by certain nth roots of unity. Finally, one knows that the 
map FH+ (FH,lM1) x ... x (FHjM,) is an isomorphism, and that it 
extends the map of (3). Hence, it is easy to see that the map of (3) will be an 
isomorphism if AH contains all the idempotent elements of FH. Suppose 
that s EFH, say- s = C htH a,h, and suppose that .XI is idempotent. It is 
known from representation theory that nab (h E H), is integral over the prime 
subring, hence integral over R. Therefore, nab E R, and thus, s E RH. 4 
Suppose that K is a subgroup of H. Then the minimal prime ideals of RK 
are related to those of RH as follows. Every minimal prime ideal of RK 
extends to at least one minimal prime ideal of RH, and every minimal prime 
ideal of RH is thus obtained. These assertions can be seen by applying the 
Cohen-Seidenberg Theorems. (Note that if P is a minimal prime ideal of 
RH, then P n R =z CO), hence P n RK must be a minimal prime ideal 
of RK.) 
If S is an abelian group and p a prime number, we shall let X, denote the 
p-component of S. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let R be an integrally closed integral domain, and let G,, 
be a torsion abelian group. For eF?ery prime number p different from the charac- 
teristic of R and such that G, is nontrivial, assume that p is invertible in R. Let 
I’be the group of units of RG, of augmentation 1, let p be a prime number d$ferent 
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from the characteristic of R, and let VD,m denote the group of elements of I’, 
that haz%e infinite height. Then V,,, is the maximal divisible subgroup of VP . 
Proof. Suppose for a moment that the characteristic of R is prime, say 9. 
Let .Y E V, and let the order of x be p“. There exists a finite subgroup A of 
G, such that x ERA. Choose a positive integer s such that =1’),” has trivial 
q-component, and choose integers b and c such that bp’ + cqS = 1. Then 
x (.Y”‘)~. But (RA)Q” C R(B”) since R has characteristic q, hence x E R(dQ”). 
Therefore, if G,’ is the sum of all primary components of G, other than G, , 
it follows that VI, C RG,‘. Thus, we may assume that every prime number for 
which G,, has nontrivial primary component is invertible in R. Consequently, 
we may apply Lemma 2 when dealing with finite subgroups of G, . 
Let .r: E V,,, . It suffices to show that x is contained in a divisible subgroup 
of I,,, . Choose J+ E V, (i 3 0), such that J$ = X. We may now choose a 
tower of finite subgroups H,, C Hr C H2 _C ..., such that 3ji E RH, for every i. 
Let Pi, , Pi, ,... denote the minimal prime ideals of RH, . We have a natural 
isomorphism RH, + (RHJP,,) x (RHJP,,) x .“, relative to which we may 
talk of components (i.e., each element of RH, has a component for every 
pij). 
Assume by induction that we have constructed z0 ,..., a, such that z~, =- X, 
zi E RH, , zip = .z-~ (1 ~2 i < n), and such that whenever Pii (0 < i < n), 
extends P,,, , and (x&~ := 1, then (.aJij -: 1. We shall construct a, +r satisfying 
the appropriate conditions. 
Assume that P,+l,i extends Pnj. First suppose that (z& = 1. Then choose 
(&L+l)n+l,i == 1. Now suppose that (z,),~ -f 1. We have that ,z”,” = x =~$‘. 
If P,j extends P,,k, then (~~+r)$:f~ = (,zJE; = (x),,~ # 1. Since these 
components are all p’th roots of unity for some Y, we conclude that there 
exists a pth root of (z,Jnj in RH,+l/P,+I,i. Choose (~,+r)~+r,~ to be such a 
root. Thus, having chosen all components, we obtain z,+r in RHnL, such that 
,fl -11 +I = % > and such that the condition on components being 1 is satisfied. 
W’e claim each Z~ has augmentation 1. The augmentation ideal of RH, 
is some minimal prime ideal, say POk . Similarly, some Pij is the augmentation 
ideal of RH, , and Pij extends P,,, . Since (x)“~ = 1, we must have (.z)~~ == 1, 
thus .zi has augmentation 1. The subgroup of V, generated by (zi ’ i ‘; 0} is 
a divisible group containing X. n 
It is possible that S. D. Berman has proved a result similar to Proposition 3 
in obtaining the theorems announced in [l]. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let R be a commutative ring with identity, let G be an 
abelian group, and let V be the group of units of RG, of augmentation 1. The 
following are equivalent: 
48 I/40/1-2 
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(1) There exists an R-isomorphism f: RG --f R(G, >< (G/G,)) that is the 
identity map on G, . 
(2) There exists an R-homomorphism g: RG --+ RG, that is the identity 
map on RG,, . 
(3) I’ is a direct summand of GV (regarding GV as contained in RG). 
Proof. Assume (I). The projection G,, x (G/G,) - G,, induces an 
R-homomorphism k: R(G, x (G/G,)) ---f RG, that is the identity map on 
Go. Letg 11 of. 
Now assume (2). As in the proof of the Isomorphism Theorem, we may 
further assume that g preserves augmentation. Then g restricts to a map 
GI--+ T; that is the identity map on I’, hence V is a direct summand 
of GI,‘. 
Finally, assume (3), say GV =~- B 0 I-. Then B n G,, 1, and Bz 
G/G,, Regard RG as an RG,-algebra. Then B is a free basis for RG since the 
elements of B represent the cosets of G, in G, up to unit factors from RG,, . 
Thus, RG and (RG,)B are isomorphic RG,-algebras. But (RGJB and 
R(G,, x (GIG,,)) are also isomorphic RG,-algebras. Therefore (I) follows. n 
EXAMPLE 1. In the Isomorphism Theorem, if a prime number p is inver- 
tible in the ring, then the p-components of the groups G and H are divided 
out. M+e shall show that if this is not done, then a counterexample always 
exists. &lore precisely, let R be any commutative ring with identity, and 
suppose the prime number p is invertible in R. We shall give two abelian 
groups G and H such that G,, and H, consist entirely of p-torsion, such that 
RG E RH, and such that G * H, 
Let S be the ring of integers localized at the multiplicative monoid of 
powers of p. Then there is a natural homomorphism S- R that gives an 
S-algebra structure to R. Consequently, if we can produce G and H such that 
SG E SH, then application of R OS will imply that RG z RH. Hence we 
shall work with the ring S. It suffices to find G such that G, = G, , such that 
G, is not a direct summand of G, and such that SG g S(G, >: (G/G,)). 
Let G be the abelian group generated by elements ui , v’ij , and 
g,(i ‘; 1, j 2: I, k 3 0), subject to relations uy’ = e, ~2:’ = ui , and gtil 
gkuk+l(i ;- I,j 2 I,k > 0). Then G,, is the subgroup generated by {uj , elii], 
and consists entirely of p-torsion. Let G, denote the subgroup of G, con- 
sisting of the elements of infinite height. Then G, _: @yzl (ui). We claim 
that G, is not a direct summand of G. Suppose false. Then there exists a map 
f: G - G,, that is the identity map on G, . Let wi == f(gi)(i -,, 0). If t ; - 1, 
then w:‘, P Wi%1%+2 ... z&l . Thus wi E G, for every i. Select m ::; 1 
such that w,, is contained in the subgroup generated by u1 ,..., u,, . Then 
,,;,y ~~- w,,ul u;,y-‘, Therefore, we must have that %c,,z+ ... uF~:I”’ : : e since 
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G;‘” n <IQ ,..., u,,,) ::= 1. But then Zulus = ~i&:i , hence ~z”,i E G$“‘l. This is 
contradictory, therefore G, must not be a direct summand of G. 
Let V be the group of units of SG, of augmentation 1. Then G, C I;,,= , 
and Proposition 3 implies that I’,,, is divisible. Let A be the subgroup of GV 
generated by V,,, and by {gi 1 i 3 0). Then I’,,, is a direct summand of A, 
sayA =-B@V,,,. It is not hard to see that B n V = 1 and that B I7 =: GC’, 
hence GV = B @ V. We now apply Proposition 4 to conclude the example. 
Concerning the hypothesis in the Isomorphism Theorem that R be an 
integral domain of zero characteristic, we conjecture that this condition 
can be eliminated. The main point, as suggested by evidence in [4], should be 
the invertibility of prime numbers. Of course, the facts listed before Proposi- 
tion 2 do not apply in the case of arbitrary R. 
EXAMPLE 2. We now use Propositions 3 and 4 to give an example per- 
taining to isomorphism of group algebras over all fields. We shall give two 
countable abelian groups G and H such that G $ H, but such that for every 
field F, FG and FH are isomorphic F-algebras. As in the previous example, G 
will be a group such that G,, is not a direct summand of G, and N will be 
taken to be G, x (G/G,). 
Let G bc the abelian group generated by elements uy , u~,~ , g, , and gDj 
(p prime, i > l,i > I), subject to relations uDp =- e, V$ = uy , g$ = gOu, , 
and gij -= g,,+, (p prime, i z:, 1, i 2: 2). For any prime number p, G, is 
generated by (u, , uDi / i G-, 1). Furthermore, if G,,, denotes the subgroup 
of G, consisting of the elements of infinite height, then G,,, = ;u,,>. It is 
evident that G/G0 is generated by the cosets of g, and gDj (p prime, j . . r I), 
and is isomorphic to the rational numbers. 
\1’e claim that G, is not a direct summand of G. Suppose false. Then there 
exists a map f: G + GU that is the identity map on G,, . Choose a prime 
number p that does not divide the order off(g,). Thenf(g,) u,, -f(gl,J”, 
fk,i) =fk,.j+J” (i 3 1). Since fko) h as order relatively prime to p, it 
follows that u, belongs to a divisible subgroup of G, , contrary to the fact 
that G,,, = (u,). Hence, Go is not a direct summand of G. 
Let F be a field, and let q be the characteristic ofF if it is nonzero, otherwise 
let q = 2. Let II be the group of units of FG, of augmentation I. Then 
G P,‘X c vp.72 , and Proposition 3 implies that V,,, is divisible ifp is any prime 
number different from q. Let A be the subgroup of GV generated by 
0 v,,, P#O and by(g,, goj i P prime,j > 11. Then A, = <u,> 0 (O,+,V,,,), 
.4 n V = -4,) and AV = GV. Since A,, is the sum of a finite group and a 
divisible group, it follows that A = B @ A, for some subgroup B (see [3, 
Theorem 50.31). Th ere ore, f B n V : 1 and B V == GV, hence, GV : 
B @ V. By Proposition 4, we see that FG z F(G, x (G/G,)), thus con- 
cluding the example. 
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